
10:03:53  From  Diana Stadden   to   Taylor Crisp(Direct Message) : Remind people about interpretation after you 

talk. 

10:04:14  From  Diana Stadden : Thank you Taylor 

10:04:19  From  Jess Nelson : Thank you for sharing such an important story. 

10:04:35  From  Megan Juneau : Thank you for sharing your story with us, Taylor. You are so brave. 

10:04:38  From  Katie Omri : Thank you Taylor for sharing your story. 

10:04:43  From  Bek Moras :      to you Taylor 

10:04:58  From  Shawn Latham : Hugs and Love to you Taylor sharing that story is important 

10:04:59  From  Margaret-Lee Thompson : Taylor, I am so sorry to hear how your uncle was treated. That is just so 

wrong. Thank you. Margaret-Lee 

10:05:17  From  Courtney Williams : Taylor, thank you for your vulnerability. This story is important and needs to 

be heard more. Your legacy is supporting your uncles'. Good Morning everyone- Courtney with CEA. 

10:05:22  From  Hattie Stigum : heartbreaking, Taylor. Thank you  for sharing his story. 

10:05:46  From  Jennifer Ranney : Taylor, thank you for sharing such an emotional, important, ,and powerful 

story.   I'm so very sorry this happened to your uncle. 

10:05:49  From  Taylor Crisp : Thank you everyone if i am a little off this morning i apologize 

10:06:15  From  Megan Juneau : Reacted to "Thank you everyone i..." with      

10:06:24  From  Diana Stadden : Emotions are normal and real, nothing to apologize for 

10:06:24  From  Jennifer Ranney : Reacted to "Thank you everyone i..." with      

10:06:34  From  Jess Nelson : Reacted to "Emotions are normal ..." with      

10:06:37  From  Tammy Bowen : thank you for sharing Taylor, my heart breaks for you and your family      

10:07:39  From  Kyle Matheson : Taylor what a wonderful story so sorry that was a traumatic situation you went 

through at a young age. 

10:09:20  From  Kyle Matheson : Great job Justin 

10:09:32  From  Jess Nelson : Reacted to "Great job Justin" with      

10:09:39  From  Katie Omri : Thank you Justin. Great job! 

10:09:41  From  Courtney Thom : great job justin 

10:09:46  From  Jennifer Ranney : Thank you Justin     

10:09:52  From  Shawn Latham : Thank you Justin for sharing that 

10:10:48  From  Melia Hughes : I totally relate to the boredom you experienced Justin. I was in a children's home 

for a week and they had nothing for us to do. It was a kind of torture. 

10:10:57  From  Adina Angle : Replying to "Thank you Justin for..." 

 

Thank you for sharing your story.  You were very brave! 



10:10:59  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "I totally relate to ..." with      

10:11:01  From  Leigh Walters : Reacted to "I totally relate to ..." with      

10:11:06  From  Tammy Bowen : Thank you Justin for sharing. 

10:11:40  From  Shawn Latham : For both Taylor and Justin it seems like the system failed your families what 

would you hope the system can do better in times of crisis or transition? 

10:13:45  From  Terri Hansen : great story 

10:14:03  From  Julie Clark : I was in many hospitals 

10:19:50  From  Cathy Murahashi : Heartbreaking 

10:20:12  From  Katrina Davis : devestating 

10:20:31  From  Jennifer Ranney : Truly devastating on every level. 

10:20:53  From  Justin Maxwell : I ca not fathom what that mom is going thru there needs to be options and 

resources 

10:21:21  From  Nancy Stark : Increase volume please 

10:22:23  From  Taylor Crisp   to   Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : i saw a request to increase volume 

10:23:21  From  Taylor Crisp : Replying to "Increase volume plea..." 

 

I let Diana know 

10:25:06  From  Jennifer Ranney : Is it possible to get a link to this video/report? 

10:25:22  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "For both Taylor and ..." with      

10:25:36  From  Taylor Crisp : Replying to "For both Taylor and ..." 

 

thank you shawn 

10:26:10  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "Is it possible to ge..." with      

10:26:17  From  Stacy Dym : Reacted to "For both Taylor and ..." with      

10:26:55  From  Diana Stadden : the links are on the agenda and will be posted at www.arcwa.org/advocacy-days 

later today 

10:27:09  From  Jennifer Ranney : Thank you! 

10:27:55  From  Justin Maxwell : what about care providers and caregivers also if someone is depressed and 

feeling sucidel there should be places and things to tell people how to get help  and have things  todo!!! 

10:28:07  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "what about care prov..." with      

10:28:53  From  Margaret-Lee Thompson : WHat year was this Austin Jenkins interview made? Margaret-Lee 

Thompson 

10:29:59  From  Leigh Walters : Replying to "WHat year was this A..." 



 

2019, I think 

10:30:41  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "Thank you for sharin..." with      

10:30:52  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "      to you Taylor" with      

10:31:17  From  Katrina Davis : We close RHCs (which is great) but we are not backfilling the high-intensity 

services our  high needs  IDD population who experience significant challenging behaviors. So they remain horribly 

underserved, unsafe, and in on-going cycling traumatizing crisis in their family homes and in the community. The very 

place we want them but this is impossible without services and placement options...they do not exist. 

10:31:37  From  Jess Nelson : Reacted to "We close RHCs (which..." with      

10:32:02  From  Justin Maxwell : i would be glad when people in our community have known sources to help and 

get the right treatment they need  not restrainment or faulty settings, deffenitly not islotions... 

10:32:39  From  Tanika Aden : Reacted to "the links are on the…" with      

10:32:48  From  Katrina Davis : This is hard....I'm thankful for this caring community.      

10:33:09  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "This is hard....I'm ..." with      

10:33:19  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "We close RHCs (which..." with      

10:34:08  From  Diana Stadden : https://ddombuds.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/DD_Ombuds_I-Want-to-

Go-Home.pdf 

10:34:44  From  Diana Stadden : Austin Jenkins https://www.pbs.org/video/mental-health-patients-stuck-in-

washington-hospitals-pzxe2h/ 

10:35:17  From  Diana Stadden : Jack Hays https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/mental-health/caught-in-

was-youth-mental-health-disaster-a-teen-with-nowhere-to-go/ 

10:35:47  From  Justin Maxwell : i do remember someone in the hospital in the middle of the night saying and 

they yelled i want to go home.... this was faifax... 

10:36:00  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "i do remember someon..." with        

10:38:50  From  Katrina Davis : Here is a list of the robust media coverage about IDD population and Crisis/Stuck 

in Hospitals this last year: 

10:39:30  From  Katrina Davis : South Seattle Emerald: Out of State Placement Separates Intellectually Disabled 

from Their Families in WA 

https://southseattleemerald.com/2022/10/13/opinion-expensive-out-of-state-placements-separate-developmentally-

disabled-youth-from-their-families/  

 

Seattle Times: Abandoned in the ER: When kids are left at hospitals, the state is no longer taking charge of their care 

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/mental-health/abandoned-in-the-er-when-kids-are-left-at-hospitals-the-

state-is-no-longer-taking-charge-of-their-care/      

Reporter: Hannah Furfaro Email: hfurfaro@seattletimes.com 

 

Politico: People will Die Waiting: America’s system for intellectually disabled nearing collapse.     

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/10/americas-system-for-the-disabled-is-nearing-collapse-00050713  



Reporter: Dan Goldberg 

10:39:32  From  Katrina Davis : Severe Autism: Too Disabled for Home and Community Based Disability Services:  

https://www.ncsautism.org/blog//kickedout-when-severe-autism-makes-you-too-disabled-for-disability-programsnbsp  

 

“I want to go Home” New Report: Reevaluating DDA’s Children’s Services to Prevent Hospitalization and Out-of-State 

Placement, 2022 https://southseattleemerald.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/2022_09_I-Want-to-Go-

Home_DD_Ombuds.pdf  

 

Seattle Times: Institutionalizing Her Son Was the Only Option 

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/mental-health/institutionalizing-her-son-was-the-only-option-a-mother-

thought-now-shes-fighting-to-bring-him-home/ 

Reporter: Hannah Furfaro Email: hfurfaro@seattletimes.com 

 

Seattle Times: Washington special education schools, years of abuse complaints and lack of academics  11/26/22 

https://projects.seattletimes.com/2022/local/washington-special-education-schools-nonpublic-agencies abuse-

complaints/ 

Reporters: Mike Reicher and Lulu Ramadan 

10:39:44  From  Katrina Davis : KUOW/NPR: Stuck in the Hospital   

https://www.nwpb.org/2021/12/16/hes-13-years-old-autistic-and-stuck-in-the-hospital-for-the-holidays-hes-not-the-

only-one/ 

Reporter: Austin Jenkins  Email: austin@nwnewsnetwork.org 

  

Seattle Times: 33 days without sunlight: Why hundreds of Washington kids with IDD are living in windowless emergency 

rooms https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/mental-health/33-days-without-sunlight-why-hundreds-of-

washington-kids-in-mental-health-crisis-are-living-inside-windowless-emergency-departments/ 

Reporter: Hannah Furfaro Email: hfurfaro@seattletimes.com; 

10:39:59  From  Katrina Davis : OPB News Washington is sending youth in crisis to out-of-state boarding schools; 

taxpayers pick up the tab https://www.opb.org/article/2022/05/23/washington-is-sending-youth-in-crisis-to-out-of-

state-boarding-schools-taxpayers-pick-up-the-tab/  

Reporter: Austin Jenkins  Email: austin@nwnewsnetwork.org 

 

  

CROSS CUT: Washington is shipping more intellectually disabled students out of state | Crosscut 

Reporter: Wilson Criscione, writes for InvestigateWest.  Contact Us | Crosscut to comment or share concerns. 

 

Seattle Times: Settlement in foster youth with IDD hotel stays suit commit WA child welfare program to think outside 

the box Settlement in foster youth hotel stays suit commits WA child welfare program to think ‘outside the box’ | The 

Seattle Times 

Reporter: Nina Shapiro nshapiro@seattletimes.com 

 

New York Times: Sabrina’s Parents Love her but the Meltdowns are Too Much. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/06/01/nyregion/autism-child-violence.html 

Reporter: Joseph Goldstein Health writer for NY Times. 

10:40:11  From  Taylor Crisp : Thank you for sharing katrina 

10:40:32  From  Justin Maxwell : that was interesting...…….. 



10:40:33  From  Diana Stadden :       

10:40:35  From  Katrina Davis : Official acknowledgement and growing use of the term Profound Autism will 

benefit our high-needs population who are not fully understood or represented accurately by those who advocate on 

their behalf. The more we understand and acknowledge those with profound autism, the better we can serve them: 

https://www.spectrumnews.org/opinion/viewpoint/its-time-to-embrace-profound-autism/ 

https://www.statnews.com/2021/12/07/labels-can-harm-but-they-also-can-help-see-profound-autism/ 

10:40:46  From  Justin Maxwell : i agree Noah!!!!! 

10:41:32  From  Meseret Haile : https://crosscut.com/news/2022/02/washington-shipping-more-disabled-

students-out-state 

10:42:45  From  Katrina Davis : Is this PowerPoint available? Very helpful info 

10:43:35  From  Taylor Crisp : Replying to "Is this PowerPoint a..." 

 

I believe Diana put it in the chat already not entirely sure but we can access it for sure 

10:44:03  From  Katrina Davis : Care Coordination is important but there are no services to refer to! 

10:45:24  From  Katrina Davis : Can we get a copy of this PowerPoint? Good stuff 

10:45:37  From  Katrina Davis : Thank you 

10:47:53  From  Leigh Walters : DD Ombuds' Report: https://ddombuds.org/wp-

content/uploads/2022/09/DD_Ombuds_I-Want-to-Go-Home.pdf 

10:48:00  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "Care Coordination is..." with      

10:48:14  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "Official acknowledge..." with      

10:48:20  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "OPB News Washington ..." with      

10:48:22  From  Leigh Walters : leigh@ddombuds.org // 833-727-8900 ext 212 

10:50:14  From  Taylor Crisp : That's very well described Kati wow 

10:51:13  From  Stephanie Sherman-Petersen : Reacted to "That's very well des..." with      

10:52:45  From  Taylor Crisp : There needs to be services for all families who have children that need them 

regardless of income it is so harmful to reject services to the child regardless of reason 

10:53:11  From  Tanika Aden : Reacted to "There needs to be se…" with      

10:57:00  From  Angie Witt : Thank you for sharing your story.  And thank you for advocating for other parents 

and children. 

10:58:39  From  Diana Stadden   to   Katie Omri(Direct Message) : Can you wrap up please? You've done great! 

11:01:29  From  Justin Maxwell : i wonder how we can find way  to  assist  children  or adults with  severe Mental  

illness or IDD  to see how to interact and help those who challenging behaviors  though I think nurses and Doctors and 

the government need resources to hndle situations like katis... 

11:01:52  From  Katrina Davis : Katie, thank you for sharing your family story. Your powerful words represented 

many individuals with profound IDD/Autism who experience significant challenging behaviors and the agonizing impact 



on our loved-ones and the serious burden this places on dedicated families. CIIBS was gutted when behavior supports 

were removed...and it is IMPOSSIBLE to find ABA through Medicaid for individuals with significant challenging behaviors. 

There is no incentive, skill, or expertise for ABA providers to serve this population--so they don't. 

11:02:52  From  Diana Stadden   to   Taylor Crisp(Direct Message) : I will be quick on the bills, but let these 

conversations happen. 

11:03:47  From  Taylor Crisp   to   Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Okay sounds good i think meseret is next i 

know were behind on time this is intense 

11:03:54  From  Nancy Stark : Profound message! I will pray for you. 

11:04:27  From  Terri Hansen : wow we need to continue to work on this issue 

11:04:29  From  Diana Stadden   to   Taylor Crisp(Direct Message) : Yes, do Meseret's intro while I share her photo 

11:04:49  From  Katrina Davis : CIIBS waiver with Behavior Supports saved my family and allowed my son to stay 

in our family home. When behavior supports were removed, my son regressed and he ended up in the Emergency 

Department 6 times in one year. No ABA provider will accept him...and we walk on egg shells every day, waiting for the 

other shoe to drop. 

11:04:54  From  Joe Cunningham : Katie - so appreciate you and your powerfully sharing. 

11:04:58  From  Stacy Dym : Our system is developed by accident, through crisis, in fits and starts across 

legislative sessions and annual revenue forecasts - not thoughtfully, not research-based, not based on what people 

NEED and we HAVE to address these concerns.  These testimonials are critical and cannot be ignored. 

11:05:17  From  Tanika Aden : Such a moving story! Thank you Katie      

11:05:38  From  Jennifer Ranney : Absolutely brilliant, there are few words to express how much that moved me. 

11:05:41  From  Justin Maxwell : i agree stacy... 

11:06:05  From  Michelle Williams : Katie!! Exactly!         

11:06:14  From  Stacy Dym : Thank you Katie for sharing your family's story and for being so vulnerable to us all. 

11:07:15  From  Shawn Latham : Thank you Katie for your powerful testimony and we need to fight for services to 

be given to families like yours throughout the whole lifespan 

11:08:29  From  Taylor Crisp : We are tired parents and individuals with IDD as well we are tired of all the hoops 

to get help and services we are dang tired it shouldn't have to be this difficult its not fair for parents and  its not fair to 

those of us with disabilities. We are brutally exhausted its affects us mentally and physically 

11:08:44  From  Justin Maxwell : i think katie is right in many many ways  and stacy is right we need to focas on 

the needs of others.... 

11:09:26  From  Stacy Dym : Brutally exhausting 

11:10:26  From  Diana Stadden : 89 children have been sent out-of-state in the last school year. They are sent 

around the country, Utah, New Jersey, and Wichita, Kansas at Heartspring, where Meseret's son is placed. 

11:10:28  From  Katrina Davis : @ Taylor, well said. Your compassion is beautiful.      

11:10:34  From  Veronica Roragen : Thank you Katie, we have fallen off the cliff. I hope to be as eloquent as you, 

I'm struggling and heartbroken. 

11:10:41  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "@ Taylor, well said...." with      



11:11:11  From  Justin Maxwell : i have family members and a few church members who have autism,,,,,, i agree 

and understand or am trying... 

11:11:11  From  Terri Hansen : katie can we connect and talk please? 

11:11:44  From  Diana Stadden : https://crosscut.com/news/2022/02/washington-shipping-more-disabled-

students-out-state 

11:12:31  From  Katrina Davis : I would love to see the number of individuals who've been sent out of state paid 

for by Medicaid.  And what about the numbers from DDA showing DDA-enrolled clients rejected DDA placements and 

remain unsafe in family homes. 

11:12:43  From  Angie Witt : I am so sorry Meseret that the systems have failed you and that you are separated 

from your son. 

11:12:52  From  Stephanie Sherman-Petersen : Reacted to "I am so sorry Mesere..." with      

11:13:34  From  Jennifer Ranney : Reacted to "I am so sorry Mesere..." with      

11:13:36  From  Jess Nelson : Thank you Meseret. 

11:13:38  From  Justin Maxwell : well. Meseret that is very scary and  it should not have happened.... 

11:14:04  From  Nancy Stark : Thank you for speaking for so many families. 

11:14:15  From  Courtney Thom : great job Meseret. 

11:14:54  From  Veronica Roragen : Thank you Meseret, I feel your pain, 

11:15:17  From  Taylor Crisp : Meseret what parents have to endure to advocate for our children the travel time 

the expenses parents don't get much choices we are darned if we do and darned if we don't these barriers then it wont 

get better 

11:15:36  From  Stacy Dym : We are so supportive of you and your family, Meseret - thank you for being with us 

again today.  (heart) 

11:16:04  From  Tanika Aden : Thank you Meseret 

11:16:49  From  Justin Maxwell : i agree with taylor  we need to find a way to break barriers  and not send 

children off to  a another state. 

11:16:50  From  Katrina Davis : Meseret's family story featured on Cross Cut last year. 

https://crosscut.com/news/2022/02/washington-shipping-more-disabled-students-out-state 

11:17:13  From  Meseret Haile : Thank you everyone having me 

11:17:21  From  Katie Omri   to   Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Sorry I went long. I speak slower when I cry. 

Thanks for letting me share       

11:17:25  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "Thank you everyone h..." with      

11:17:27  From  Stephanie Sherman-Petersen : behavior = communication. Thank you Katie Bateman 

11:18:22  From  Taylor Crisp : Replying to "Thank you everyone h..." 

Sending so much love keep advocating mama bear! 

11:18:44  From  Diana Stadden :                         Thank you to everyone! 



11:18:56  From  Veronica Roragen : How can we get these services in home? What is the wait time to begin 

services? 

11:21:10  From  Leigh Walters : Reacted to "How can we get these..." with      

11:23:10  From  Katrina Davis : In-Homes services are important but for many of us, they were needed yesterday 

and now i's too late. The crisis is so severe, we need safe and therapeutic short and long term residential settings that 

provide 24/7 intensive supports and inteventions. Not institutions...community-based settings that provide high-level 

support we as parents can NOT provide safely in our family homes. 

11:26:47  From  Stacy Dym : SB 5506 is moving through Senate and would focus on long term residential settings 

that offer high levels of behavioral support through a Team, BCBA, and CBT staffing.  The fiscal note is currently very 

high - please offer support for this bill if you are inclined as it makes its way through committees.  We hope it will be 

available to children and adults - across residential models and in homes if appropriate.  We still need more step 

up/down crisis care to be available.  This bill focuses on needs of children and adults featured today with very high 

complex behavioral support needs. 

11:27:06  From  Margaret-Lee Thompson : I agree with Diana.  This has been really good to learn so many things 

about what families are experiencing. Margaret-Lee 

11:27:41  From  Chris Brandt : Reacted to "I agree with Diana. ..." with      

11:28:18  From  Erin Ferrier : Yes, community-based settings! Not institutions! The problem my rural community 

is experiencing is NIMBY. People don’t want community-based supports in our community. It is so incredibly frustrating. 

We have very little resources here and we live in a very high need area. Northeast Washington desperately needs more 

resources! 

11:28:49  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "I agree with Diana. ..." with      

11:28:58  From  Stacy Dym : CIIBS must be more available and an "adult version" needs to be created.  5506 is not 

a CIIBs expansion - it would not require a waiver amendment -it would direct DDA to develop this high behavioral 

support residential model. This is doable without a waiver change - but need direction to DDA and funding. 

11:30:30  From  Michelle O'Dell : Here’s the link for SB 5506 

https://app.leg.wa.gov/csi/Senate?cId=456&d=02/22/23%201:30%20PM&aId=152765 

11:30:35  From  Katrina Davis : @stacy: Adult version of CIIBS (with behavior supports!)      

11:30:44  From  Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "@stacy: Adult versio..." with      

11:31:08  From  Jess Nelson : Reacted to "@stacy: Adult versio..." with      

11:31:16  From  Jess Nelson : Reacted to "I agree with Diana. ..." with      

11:33:55  From  Justin Maxwell : i think  like that idea of a Adult version of CIIBS!! it well be benefictal.. 

11:34:11  From  Diana Stadden : Challenging Adult Behavior Supports (CABS) I've already thought of a name for 

the waiver 

11:34:14  From  Katie Omri : Thank you Dianna for highlighting the EBHS Bill - this would provide a lifeline to 

families like mine and amazing individuals like my son and other's loved ones that have share today! Thank you all for 

the kind words you shared to me on here, I've read them all and I feel like my son is SEEN! For those who were asking to 

connect, email me at keomri@comcast.net. And thank you a million for all of you on who have shared, who are in the 

trenches, for advocates and providers in the trenches with us. Much love! 


